decentralised direct action
like a flock of birds, we’re stronger together

uncontrollable
diversity of tactics
the flock respects the different tactics & levels of risk different people are able to take

rotated roles
come together to achieve shared goals
distribute centre power evenly

decentralise
decision-making
share information, co-ordinate action, plan together as a network

support & care work
co-ordinated
anticipate police/state actions, prepare & adapt

share skills cultivate dreams & interests
each person contributes in different ways

autonomy
a flock may not be beholden to the directives of a formal organisation, political party, NGO
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direct action against environmental destruction, colonialism, the state, capitalism, private property, etc. is defensive. property destruction is not violence. direct action works when it disrupts or blocks & forces power holders & hegemonic systems to concede to your demands or dreams.

stop work, strike, blockade, picket, sit-in, sabotage, culturejam, hack,
live alternatives, educate, share, support, care & collectivise!
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